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Blood Drive 
November 5th 
Volume 10 Number 19 Tuesday, November 2, 1982 
Computer facilities overloaded 
by Tim Roesch 
New&peak Staff 
Disguised as a WPI student I stole 
down to WACCC. There, trying to be as 
inconspicuous as possible, I began to 
gather Information pertaining to a docu-
ment that I received. 
This document was written by two 
students who wished to make public 
their feelings on, and I quote, " ••. the 
poor performance of the computer faci-
lities at WACCC.". 
So, before going to the students, I 
decided that WACCC should have their 
day In court. There, I found that the 
problems these two students spoke of 
were not the direct result of any problem 
that could be found at WACCC. The 
problems, though Infuriating, don't 
seem to be a direct outgrowth of any 
Inadequacy Inherent of this school's 
computer system. The whole problem 
seemed to be bad or uncoordinated 
planning on the part of the faculty or 
students. 
where Ben's second solution comes Into 
play and probably others like It. 
This solution Involves a more econo-
mical use of the existing system. Ben 
described a way to run programs called 
"batch running". From what I was able to 
Underatmtd, thia method lnvoiWI pri-
marily tlae type of programa UNd In 
simulation cl ...... Thia WllY you're not 
tying up a terminal just waiting for your 
program to run. That's about as much as 
I can explain before I start getting 
incoherent. 
So here's a recap of the major Issues 
so that everyone knows exactly what's 
going on. 
1. Scheduling should be changed so 
that there's not a mad stampede for 
terminals at the end of the term. This 
solution may also include the cessation 
of the procrastination that many stu-
dents, including myself, partake In 
2. Use of computing methods like 
batch running and any other methods 
like It. 
I wish at this time to make one point 
perfectly clear. The opinions end com-
ments Included in this column are meant 
to give a clear. If not concise, represen· 
tatlon of the facts that I was able to 
gather In exactly two days, from the time 
(contlnu.d on P999 7) 
Seaberg gazea between Towen 
Director discusses plan 
by Annamaria Diaz definition unachievable. 
Newapeak Staff Mr. Seaberg feels that Deen Grogan'• 
Suggestions on how to enhance and recommendations are thoughtful. He 
Improve the structure of the Plan are thinks that none of the recommenda-
constantly being made by various mem- tlons would chenge the type ot student 
bers of the WPI community. Mo.t re- who COSMS her9 tor the PIM. He 89,... 
~.the auggeetlofte ._,,. bw\ mm. that the 9Cl9nce ,problem 9hcMJld be 
in 1Mponse to the teeommendatlona of eddtWd bwllM we n.ed to maintain 
ABET. eccl'9dltatlon bUt regerd,_ of act:redl-
ln an effort to understand what effect tatlon It makee eenM that our students 
changes In the structure oftheacademlc have literacy In the basic natural sci-
program would have on future WPI ences. 
students. I went to speak with the former Mr. Seaberg also agrees that "edu-
Executlve Secretary of the Committee cation Is like religion" - it gets con-
which wrote "The Future of Two Tow- cerned with the ceremonials and loses 
ers" Parts II and Ill. Mr. Roy Seaberg, '58, sight of the essence and the essence 
has been at WPI since 1962 and is itself becomes so obscure that only the 
currently the Director of Admissions. ceremonials can be seen. He thinks it Is 
Mr. Seaberg feels that the essence of this that we must guard against. As long 
the philosophy of the Plan Is written In as we don't lose our flexibility, indlvidu-
''The Future of Two Towers" Part II, allty, and Interaction between faculty 
pages 1S.23. He thinks that the ideals and student. then everything is fine. 
described In "The Future of Two Tow· He also feels it Is not Important 
ens", to develop a completely educated whether we maintain the current grad-
person, that la one who Is able to cope Ing system or switch to another Another 
with ohanges In his environment, learn thing which la obvious Is that students 
by hlmself, and analyze unfamlllar situ- are taking courses three and one-half 
atlons, have been accomplished. He years - not for four years, so there Is 
thinks that the Ideals set forth by the room In the schedule for more courses. 
Plan and the reasons for Implementing He feels that we are very lucky to be 
the Plan still hold, but notes that Ideals here at this point and time. He feels that 
are goals to be sought and are by (continued on pege 7) 
Now I don't profess to be an expert on 
computers (let's face it, I'm just a 
biomedical engineering major), but I 
spoke to Ben Thompson who felt that 
simply enlarging the existing computer 
by either adding more terminals or more 
memory would not l'lelp the situation 
very much and may In fact cause more 
problems than It solves 
Ben's solutions Included two major 
points, one of which I can understand 
and the other I leave up to you computer 
people to comprehend. The first solu-
tion he spoke of was scheduling. It 
seems that the only time any problems 
occur Is at the end of the term. At that 
time the computer facilities arfl usually 
filled to capacity and then some. The 
only solution that I could see for that 
problem would be to add more ter-
minals. Ben noted that would only 
overload the system more than It Is now. 
Okay, what about buying a newer 
computer that can handle the load? No, 
that's not a WACCC problem either. 
ThOugh It would more than likely solve 
the load problem, Ben let me In on a bit 
of knowledge that I'd never before 
known of. A certain group of faculty 
known as the Computer Advisory Com-
mittee decides on the fate of the money 
that they can spend on computing 
equipment. So, by Ben's account. It 
would seem that WACCC Is Just an 
Innocent bystander who just happens to 
be more visible and therefore easier to 
toss things at. So what, you may be 
saying. T hat doesn't solve the problem 
of WACCC looking like the Republican 
National Convention during an earth-
quake at the end of the term. Well, that's 
rProf. Frederick Anderson: 1920-1982 
by Robert Eiermann 
Newspesk Staff 
Professor Frederick A. Anderson, a 
long time faculty member of WPI, died 
Monday, October 11 , at the University of 
Massachusetts Medlcal Center in Wor-
Prolenor Anderson. 
cester. Considered a man of courage. 
pride, and discipline, placed his entire 
self Into both his Job and his religion. 
Professor Anderson's Involvement 
with WPI began when he enrolled at 
Tech In 1938 as a mechanical engineer-
ing student. He was an honor student, 
being an associate member of Sigma XI, 
a national engineering honor society. 
He was 111so a member of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers his 
sophomore, junior, and senior years. 
Upon graduation, Professor Anderson 
joined the teaching staff at WPI as an 
Instructor and in 1953. he earned his 
Masters Degree In Mechanical Engi-
neering and became an associate pro-
fessor. In 1963 he became a full profes-
sor and since then he has taught a WPI, 
becoming the Senior Faculty Member 
for his 40 years of service at Worcester 
Polytech. 
Professor Anderson's work has ex-
tended to other institut ions as well. He 
has been Involved with Cornell Univer-
sity, Purdue University, Stanford Uni-
versity. The University of Colorado, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and Northeastern University. Taking a 
one year leave of absensa In 1959, he has 
taught at the U.S. Naval Academy. 
Professor Anderson was also a Massa-
chusetts registered professional engi-
neer. 
Professor Anderson's dedication was 
not only limited to academics. He served 
In World War II as a captain of a 
minesweeper, and became a lieutenant 
commander while In the Navel Reserves. 
Hobbles of the I.ate Professor Included 
collecting butterlfles end taking walks 
along the oceanside. He also enjoyed 
time spent with his only eon, Frederick 
Jr., and his three grandsons. Matthew, 
Brendan, and Justin . 
Frederick Anderson was a retlglous 
man as he relied on God through much 
of his life. Professor Anderson was an 
active member of the Wesley Methodls1 
Church where he taught Sunday School 
and was also a member of the Wesley 
Weds 
Funeral services for Professor Ander-
son were held October 14th at the 
Wesley Method ist Church in Worcester. 
The burial took place at the Mount 
Vernon Cemetery in West Boylston. 
Page 2 
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by Greg Doerschler 
Associate Editor 
Note Concerning Off-Campus 
Incidents: 
The off-Campus area surrounding 
WPI Is patrolled by the Worcester Police 
Department as well as WPI Police. The 
Worcester Police Department must be 
notified of any incidents such as breaks, 
vandalism, etc. which occur off-campus. 
WPI Police recommend that these inci-
dents be reported to them as well, as 
they keep track of the area incidents and 
will give eX1ra attention to high crime 
areas and watch for such incidents. WPI 
Police will notify Worcester Police when 
necessary of any reports of off~mpus 
Incidents received. 
Hlghllghta 
Burglar Apprehended 
A 29 year ofd black male was appre-
hended by WPI Police and the Worces-
ter Police Department (WPD) on Satur-
day, October 24 at about 5:30 P M. after 
he was caught breaking Into a fraternity 
house by fraternity members. The fra-
ternity members locked the subject In a 
room in the house and contacted WPO 
who In tum called WPI Police. WPI 
Officers Bill Corbett and Cheryl Mar-
tunas arrived at the house and dis-
covered that the subject had broken out 
through a window. The Officers located 
the subject and chased him on foot 
ecrosa Highland Street where he en-
tered • home. WPI Police entered the 
home and located the subject In a 
bathroom. He wu later turned over to 
WPO for proceealng. 
A.._.. In Vehicle BrMb 
Two white male aubjecta·were arres-
ted by WPO at 3:15 A.M. Saturday, 
October 18 after they were caught 
breaking into a vehicle on West SL 
Worcester Police received a call re-
garding. the break at 3:10 A.M. and WPI 
Officers resPonded to assist. One sub-
ject was caught at the scene by WPO. 
The second was apprehended a short 
distance away by WPI Officer Jurgen 
Ring. He wa turned over to WPO. 
SUbfectl An'eeted In Dll1urbance 
Two ·male non-WPI students were 
arrested by WPD after they became 
abusive toward a WPD officer on duty at 
a fraternity party where they were being 
asked to leave. WPI Officer Cheryl 
Martunaa spotted the altercation while 
on patrol and responded along with WPI 
Offlcer Kevin McDonald and Sergeant 
Steve Hill to asalsl The three subjects 
Involved fled on foot as the WPO offlcer 
on duty attempted to arrest them. Of-
ficer McDonald apprehended one sub-
Ject on Boynton Street. WPO Officers 
who also responded to aaalst chased a 
second subject through the Library lot 
and Into back yards on Boynton Street. 
Aa a WPD Officer attempted to appre-
hend the second subject, he was as-
saulted by the third Individual Involved. 
This subject was apprehended by the 
WPO Officer and WPI Sergeant Steve 
Hiii. and was arrested by WPO. The 
Initial subject Involved in the foot chase 
was not located. 
Other Breaks, Larcenlet, and 
Vandallsm 
Numerous Incidents of breaks Into 
motor vehicles. vandalism to motor 
vehicles, larcenies and breaks Into a-
partments, and larcenies trom campus 
buildings were reported to WPI Police 
over the past three weeks. These In-
cidents are listed In the Police Log. 
Toilet Paper Cipef' 
On Friday night, October 29, at ap-
proxlnuitely 9:00 P.M., WPI Police r&-
celved a report of female Becker stu-
denta dispensing co,lot.ls afnounta of 
toilet paper In Stoddard c. When WPI 
Officers arrived on the scene, they 
ObMrved five femalet Illicitly distribu-
ting toilet paper in a dlaorderly, di .. 
ruptlve and unfashionable manner 
throughout th4t building. The herd was 
rounded up and It was determined that 
they were not Becker students, but 
undersized, boisterous, WPI coeds. Af-
• ter contldet1ng the altematlv•. the five 
• decided to cla.n up the T.P., and were 
118llted by some understanding Stod-
dard C r•ldentt. 
NEWS PEAK 
policE NEWS 
Pollce Log 
The following are excerpts from the 
WPI Police log for the period October 8 
- October 28. The listing consists of the 
most significant items only due to the 
large time span Involved. 
Frtday, October 8 
11 :00 A.M. - A vehicle was reported 
to have been broken Into In a fraternity 
parking lot. Windows were broken and 
stereo speakers stolen. 
1:45 P.M. - A student residing In 
Elbridge House reported that jewelry 
and cash were stolen from his room the 
previous night. 
10:45 P.M. - Notis Pizza on Highland 
St was held up by a man carrying a 
knife. The subject fled on foot. WPI 
officers assisted WPD searching the 
area for the suspect, but he was not 
located. 
Sat•irday, October 9 
1:25 A.M. - A WPI Officer reported 
that a Worcester Pollce Officer had 
arrested a WPI student at a fraternity 
regarding a larceny. 
4:20 A.M. - A student reported an 
automobile accident at the Intersection 
of Dean St. and Institute Road. One 
operator fled the scene on foot but was 
later located by Worcester Police at City 
Hospital. The vehicle which he was_ 
operating was determined to have 
been stolen . 
10:45 P.M. - Two subjects were 
observed in the library lot In possession 
of controlled substances. The subjects 
were advised and sent on their way. 
11 :20 P.M. - A WPI Officer reported a 
fight in progress at a fraternity. See 
Highlights. 
Tuesday, October 12 
12:06 A.M. - A student residing in an 
Ellsworth apartment reported that an FM 
receiver was stolen from that apartment 
earlier In the evening. Residents o f the 
apartment were upstairs at the time of 
the Incident, which occurred on the first 
floor. 
10:30 A.M. - A student reported the 
larceny of a turntable and wallet from his 
o ff-campus apartment in the Dean St. 
area. 
Wednesday, October 13 
9:00 A.M. - A secretary from Boynton 
Hall reported that cash and stamps were 
stolen from a desk in the building. 
1:30 PM. - A WPI student reported 
that the tires on his vehicle parked on 
Institute Road had been slashed 
1:50 P.M. - A student reported that 
the tires on his vehicle parked in the 
Stoddard parking lot had been slashed 
the previous night. 
Friday, October 15 
3:55 A.M - A Sl!Jdent residing off-
Engineering & computer Science Graduates: 
1982. 
YOU SHOULD 
BE HERE! 
Since our beg1nn1ng in 1957, Itek 
Oot1cal Systems has conr1nuallv 
ans.'.'ered the exciting challenges 
c" oh0to·ooc1ca1 and electro· 
~Pt ca1 technology For NASA 
soa:e programs For government 
reconna ssance and surveillance 
rn:ss1ons And for earth resource 
app11cat1ons 
ln ~act. there·s no end 1n sight to 
the technical challenges we face 
today Here you'll find the career 
excitement of working alongside 
some of science's 9reatest minds 
In our high level, give-and take 
environment, you·11 receive rhe 
resources you need to engineer 
· one of a kind oroJects -
from rea1-t1me programming on 
our superior d1g1ca1 image proc· 
essrng network to advancing our 
world renowned optics package 
ProJects are vaned. many of 
which are to be operat1ona1 by 
the late ·ao·s 
Pos1t1ons reQu1re a BS. MS or PhD 
degree or the eau1valent in one 
of the following areas Optics. 
Phys1~. Photo·Sc1ence, Computer 
Science. Math, Electrical Engineer· 
mg or Mechanical Engineering 
1ts1-1re.1r 1s founaea-rne same year rne 
1p.ice .JQe ~oms-c1na ptavs a t «.>v ro1e in 1ne 
lnlf/JI SPilCe PIOQrJm 
1969-llet panor lmlC opt1c.11 systems 
c.l111ea on rne ADOifo m1111on ono1oor;TfJ/I 
mor«.> '""" naff rne 1uni1r surface 
-. 
1'*" 
,. r , 
' . 
~ ~ ''"· ' 
Tuesday, November 2, 1982 
) 
campus reported that money and stereo 
equipment were stolen from his apart-
ment in a breaking and entering Inci-
dent. The apartment was located In the 
West St. area. 
11 :45 P.M. - A student residing off. 
campus In the Wachusett St. area re-
ported that h is apartment had been 
broken into. Nothing was reported miss-
ing. 
Saturday, October 16 
1:50 A.M. - Hubcaps were reported 
s tolen from a vehicle parked on Drury 
Lane 
3:10 A.M- WPI Officers assisted the 
Worcester Police Department In cap-
turing two subjects lnvohted In a break-
ing and entering of a vehicle parked on 
West St. See Highlights. 
8:45 A M. - A student reported that a 
residence on Dean St. had been broken 
Into 
12:20 P.M. - A subject reported that 
the driver's side window on his vehicle 
parked near Riley Hall had been broken 
the previous night. 
Sunday, October 17 
2:45 A.M. - A subject found in the 
Wedge by WPI Officers was arrested for 
trespassing. The subject had been ar-
rested by WPI Police a short time ago for 
possession of controlled substances 
after WP I Police received a report that he 
(conUnued on page 4) 
Located 1n h1stonc Lexington. 
Massachusetts. Itek Optical 
Systems 1s Just minutes from all 
of Boston·s excellent sporting. 
cultural and educational 
resources 
Contact your Placement Office to 
arrange a campus interview. or 
for 1mmed1ace consideration 
send vour resume to Lou 
Chrostowski. College Relations, 
Itek Optical Systems. 10 Maguire 
Road Lexington. MA 02173 we 
are an affirmative action 
emplover M/F us Clt1zensh1p 
required 
Itek Representatives 
wlll be on campus 
November 15, 1982 
Bek Optical Systems 
A l)j., .. on OI "'°" Coi-OllO"I 
Crullng Iden 101 lhe ·eo·s 
Tu .. day, November 2. 1982 
by Jeanne Benjamin 
Newspeak Staff 
Tuesday, November 9 at 4:00 p.m. 
there will be an organizational meeting 
for all WPI students Interested in apply· 
Ing for the 1983-84 Exchange Programs 
with The City University in London or 
Trent Polytechnic In Nottingham. The 
exchange experience Is designed for the 
student to conduct the bulk, If not all of 
his/her project work while utilizing 
sources not available here at WPI. The 
IQP and/or sufficiency topic must be 
explored thoroughly before embarking 
on the exchange so as to maximize the 
time In which the student can carry out 
the project, and ideally take advantage 
of the cultural benefits. As with any 
other project, it Is necessary to have at 
least one WPI full-time faculty advisor. 
Once an agreement has been made with 
the professor on an acceptable project, 
AIR 
FORCE 
ROTC-
NEWSPEAK 
The exchange experience 
a student would also be assigned at least 
one advisor at the host school by writing 
ahead to the school. Because the British 
system Is run on an entirety different 
time schedule of three ten-week 
periods, a WPI student's Involvement 
tends to be almost one half of an 
academic year. The most common 
exchanges occur during their fall 
session corresponding to our A and 8 
terms, their winter/spring session 
corresponding to Intersession and C 
term, or their summer session 
corresponding to our D and E terms. 
However, credit can be given only for 
project work; any classes one parti-
cipates In are for personal enrichment. 
There are no addltlonal tuition costs 
tor someone participating In an 
exchange, and the student Is still 
considered a full-time WPI student. 
However1 the student Is responsible for 
the transportation cost of a round-trip 
air fare which ranges from $400-$500. 
Any other additional costs would be 
dictated by one's own personal Interest 
and financial resources. The student Is 
responsible for making travel 
arrangements, but many WPI students 
have become Involved in the European 
Student Unions which attend and 
explore many of the cultural 
experiences. These student unions 
frequently are able to negotiate discount 
travel packages and are able to suggest 
some prime attractions. For example. 
some students have traveled all over 
Europe, and even as far as the Middle 
East. In addition. the Cultural Center for 
Performing Arts In London, the largest 
In England, Is a three minute walk from 
The City University. There Is access to 
both the London Symphony and the 
Shakespeare Company of Theater Arts. 
HERE ARE THE FACTS 
~-r . 
Pege3 
The major objective In establlshlng 
the English Exchange Program is to give 
the student an experience in another 
culture and gain a feel for Indepen-
dence. The exposure to the lntematlonal 
markets, research facilities. technology 
and people are priceless assets for any 
lndlvldual, and when the student 
uttrmately applies for a Job, this 
adventure on an appllcatfon can have 
far-reaching advantages. After all, 
technology and science have 
international concerns and It Is not 
uncommon for a company to ask an 
employee to go abroad. The program Is 
In Its 11th year, and a survey of the past 
participants Is now being conducted to 
determine the Impact It has made on 
their lives and careers. 
Professor Schachterle, the chief 
coordinator of the English Exchange 
program. streases that this Is not an 
(conUnued on pege 5) 
When you're discussing something as important as your future, It's urgent that you get the 
straight facts ... and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC can be an important part of your 
future. We would like to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into gathering more. 
It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly-qualified, dedicated officers ... men and women. lt'sa fact: 
we need people in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's a fact: we're prepared to offer financial 
help to those who can qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship. 
Get together with an AFROTC representative and discuss the program. We'll give you all the 
facts. It could be one of the most Important talks you've ever had with anyone about your 
educational plans. 
Contact: Ma or Joe Pollcastro 793-3343 
(.;,',, -· 
~ #rf 1~~ \ '"~- ..... ~ 
\\ Ht!~ I P-!l-.llIDJ--:,: 
~~~~~n~ 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 
PROJECT <ENTER 
NORTON 
Gateway lo a great way of life. 
mamaama 
DlOITAL EQUIPMENT CORP<J\ATION 
off-campus project 
opportunities 
• seminar 
Thursday 
4:00 P.M. 
Nov. 4, 1982 
Olin 107 
THIS IS A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR SOPHOMORES ANO JUNIORS 
INTERESTED IN DOING EITHER AN IQP OR MQP AT ONE OF WPI'S 
PROJECT CENTERS. DURING THE SEMINAR, STUDENTS WILL HAVE 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR ABOUT THE TYPES OF PROJECTS 
AVAILABLE AT EACH PROJECT CENTER. AND THEN MEET WITH THE 
WPl FACULTY MEMBERS WHO SERVE AS THE SITE DIRECTORS FOR 
EACH OF THESE PROJECT CENTERS. INFORMATION SHEETS ON EACH 
PROJECT CENTER WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE SEMINAR. 
.,,-
NEWSPEAK Tuesday, November 2, 1982 
... police log 
(continued from --- 2) tr t ·ty h · 
-·- a erni ouse. The hcense number of 
was selling the substances in a dor- the vehicle involved was recorded. 
mltory. Tuesday, October 26 . , 
9:20 P.M. - Two youths who had set 11:30 A.M. - A WPI student reported 
some leaves on fire near an automobile that his vehicle parked on Einhorn Road 
parked on Dean St. were caught by a h d be t k b h hi 1 
resident o f Dean St. and a WPI student. a en s rue Y enot er ve c e 
which left the scene. 
WPI Pollce arrived shortly after the Wednesday, October 27 
Incident occurred and detained the 
youths until the arrival of Worcester 1:45 A.M. - A student reported a 
Pollce. breaking and entering at a fraternity. 
11:58 P.M. _A female WPI student Worcester Police Department was con-
reported that she was harassed by a tacted. 
male subject In a veh icle as she was 
walking to an academic building on 
campus. 
Mondlly, October 11 
Laundry Room gets "Cleanup" 
by Mark Skinner 
Newsp98k Staff 
Mac Gray. the company who owns the 
machines in the laundry rooms In Ells-
worth and Daniels, installed new wash-
ers and dryers over term break In the 
basement of Daniels The machines 
replaced the older, unreliable models 
that had been operating there before. 
Orlglnally this replacement was going to 
occur over Thanksgiving break, but the 
large down-time of the system necessi-
tated more immediate action. Petty 
Lewis, Dean of Student Housing, said 
that Mac Gray did the electrical and 
plumbing work required to lnstaU the 
new machines, and also painted the 
room for free. They are planning to 
replace several machines In Ellsworth In 
the near future. Prices will remain at 50¢ 
for a wash, 35¢ for a dry, the lowest cost-
per-load In the city, Ms. Lewis was proud 
to note. The school receives a variable 
percent of the gross, which comes to 
about $13,000 a year, with the vendor 
keeping the rest 
1:30 P.M. - A WPI student reported 
that the tires on his vehicle parked on 
Einhorn Road had been slashed the 
pnwlous night. 
Tiie discoveries continue ... 
3:00 P.M. - A student re?Qrted that 
his books and calculator were stolen 
from a restroom In Stratton Hall. 
Tu.Uy, October 19 
3:14 P.M. - An Officer reported a car 
fire on Elbridge St. The car belonged to a 
WPI student. Worcester Fire Depart-
ment was contacted. 
3:22 P.M. - An accident was reported 
on Institute Road in the rear of Morgan 
Baghes 
Story 
Hall. Worcester Police department was 
contacted. 
• 4:30 P.M. - A subject came Into the 
station requesting assistance at the 
soccer f ield. A soccer player from Bran-
deis University was transported to the 
hospital after allegedly being assaulted 
by a WPI soccer player during an 
.altercation at the soccer game. 
~.October 21 
8:15~P.M. - A WPI student reported 
that a window of his vehicle parked on 
West Street had been broken. 
5:23 P.M. - Worcester Police Depart-
ment reported that a subject was caught 
by WPI students breaking Into a frater-
nity house. The subject escaped but was 
later caught by WPI and Worcester 
Officers. See Highllghta. 
6:30 P.M. - A student reported that 
two empty kegs were stolen from a 
In 1947 a man new Ille Flying Boal. 
'"Herwr.s· - lht largest airplane 1n 
the world 
The man was Howard Aot>ard Hughes 
HIS 1ngen10us Ideas and 111plora1tons 
brought new d1scover1n 1n 
aerodynamics, communtca11ons. 
avionics, elec1ron1Ca 
And the early years or Hughes Aircraft 
Company 
Today, HughH no longer 
build• alrplanea but th• discoveries 
end e11plora1ton of ideas continue 
WPI SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
presents 
THE GOAT'S HEAD 
NIGHT CLUB 
with 
"PANORAMA" 
Saturday, November 13 
8:30 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Tickets wi lt be on sale in Daniel 's Ticket Booth from 
12:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. starting 
Wednesday, November 3. 
$5/couple with WPI l.D. 
Only two l.D.s per P!='rson at the window. 
NO 8 .Y.0 .8. 
Cheese and Crackers Served 
The company's tong hestory or 
lechnojogteal firsts, u>cluchng the first 
working laser. hrst J.0 radar. and hrs1 
synchronous.()fb11 spacecraft. posrlion 
Hugnes as a world leader rn today's 
electronics fndusl.I)' If your degree Is in 
Hughes Story Write yourself in 
Hughe• Corporate Coll991 Relatlona 
P.O. 8o1t 90515, O.pt. NC 
• Electrtcal. Mechanical,Manulacturing 
or Industrial Engineering • Materials 
• Computer Science • Physics 
Loa AngelH, CA 90009 
Hughes representatives 
will be on c•mpua 
November 12 
• lndustrlal/£tectron1c Technology 
Find out how you can be pa" of lhe 
continuing Hughes Story In twell/e 
Southern Calllomla locations and 
Tucson. Arrzona 
(See your placement olfice tor an 
appointment.' 
Equal Oc>ponun1ty Ernploytr 
U S Ct11renllll•P Requlr9d 
THE ORIGINAL IS BACK. 
WPI LENS & LIGHTS CLUB AND SOCCOMM 
PRESENT: 
THE REEL THING 
"STAR WARS" 
Sunday, November 7. 1982 
Alden Hall 
6:30 & 9:30 
Admission: $1 .00 
Come to the early show to avoid the 
crowds at 9:301 
~ 
MAAK HAMILL HAAPJSON FORD CARRIE FISHER 
PETEJ\ CUSHING O"td ALEC GUINNESS 
lo.'ulc bv ~by """"and~ by 
JOHN WILLIAMS GARY KURTZ GE~ WCAS 
• -------
Tuelday, November 2, 1982 NEWSPEAK 
Campus sculptures: 
by Kirsten Storm 
Newspesk Staff 
examples of a.nonymous generosity 
There are two outdoor sculptures on 
the WPI campus that are, unfortunately, 
unfamiliar to many of the students Even 
less known Is the fact that certain 
members of the WPI faculty and admini-
stration were Instrumental In flndln 
sculptors and patronizing them for a 
sculpture for WPI. 
The first work, located on one side of 
Kaven Hall, is an untitled sculpture 
designed by Herbert Harrington In 1973. 
Harrington, who resided at 139 Highland 
(continued on pa 
Think Tomor 
How far away 1s your tomorrow? The challenges 
of working with sophisticated technology? The 
rewards that come when you're a vislble element 
in a h1gh·lever environment' The recognition for a 
Job well done? And the sat1sfact1on ... ? 
1mpact on the life you enJOY tomorrow If your 
career obJectives 111clude one of the following 
areas. think seriously about your tomorrow ... 
today 
Think senousry about Computerv1s1on 
Opportunities currently exist In the following 
areas 
HardWare Engineering 
software Engineering 
Diagnostic Engineering 
Manufacturing 
sa1es1Mar1<etlng 
customer service 
At Computervision, tomorrow 1s here today 
CAD/CAM ccomputer·A1ded Des1gn/Computer-A1ded 
Manufacturing) has ushered ln the ProductiVltv 
Revolution It's set industry on a fast track 
Automating de~1gn and manufacturing Tearm9 
down time barriers In all areas From plant design 
and construction. to microelectronics and 
aerospace development With an annual growth 
rate exceeding 30%. irs tne technology for the 
present and the future. 
.--------------------------- contact your Placement 
Office to am1nge an Inter-
vie~. or send your resume 
to: Director of COiiege 
Relat10n1, Computervision 
corporauon, 14-l Crosby 
Drive, BeclfOrd, MA 01730. 
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
Compute rv 1 s ion pioneered 
CAD/CAM 13 years ago, and 
we're st1ll the technical leader 
1n the field With the widest 
range of Industrial appllca 
t1ons. and the highest level of 
vertical Integration in the 
industry 
Clearly, the work we do today 
will. one way or another. 
Worcester POiy Inst. 
campus Interviews 
Tuesday 
November 23, 1982 
Changing r / 
1mag1nati0n af 
Into Reallty. COMPUTERVISION 
... Exchange 
experience 
(continued from pege 3) 
honors program and It la open to any 
WPI student making satisfactory 
progress. The feature considered Is the 
quality of the proposed project work. 
The students who participate are usually 
In their Junior year, although some 
chose to go abroad In their senior year. 
Applk:anta will be accepted until the 
beginning of December, and the 
selectlon committee notifies ellglbfe 
people by the end of B term. There Is no 
fixed number that Is permitted 10 attend, 
but at least ten students is ideal . .and 
more can be accommodated. Interested 
students are encouraged to attend the 
meeting November 9th, but if one can't 
make ii. video tape #1902 discusses the 
English Exchange. An undergraduate 
operational catalog Is being compiled, 
and w ill be available this spring. I f 
anyone has any further questions, be 
sure to see Professor Schachterle. 
New courses 
predicted to 
strengthen 
management 
curriculum 
by Kirsten Storm 
Newspeak Staff 
Two new courses, MG 3410 and MG 
3440, have recently been added to the 
management curriculum. Professor F. 
Noonan, who effected much of these 
changes, revealed In an Interview that he 
felt these two courses would help to 
update and strengthen the Management 
Department's educational offerings. 
Both courses deal with Industrial 
Engineering, which Noonan explained, 
"Is the bridge between management and 
traditional engineering studies. It en-
compasses managing the Integration of 
workers, equipment, and available 
funds. It deals with the interfacing of 
human factors and machine systems In a 
manufacturing environment'' Noonan 
added that approximately 75% of all the 
student management majors are actu-
ally Involved with Industrial Engineer-
ing. 
The first course, MG 341 O. Is entitled 
"Case Studies In Industrial Engineer-
ing." It is currently In progress and has 
nine students enrolled. The second 
course, MG 3440, Is " Management of 
Advanced Automation Technology'' and 
It will be offered C term. Both courses 
assume prerequisites MG 3400, Indus-
trial Engineering I, and MG 3401 , In-
dustrial Engineering II. 
(continued on page 11) 
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Term break shake ups 
by David F. Wall 
Newspeak Staff 
Well, we did it, folks. We got A-Term 
under our belts. A break Is In sight at last. 
But how much of a break Is it? 
At first glance. term break looks 
posltlvety delightful. eapec1ally if you're 
looking at It OYer the edge of a textbook. 
A chance to sleep, to eat real food, to not 
have to took at things like math and 
physics. A chance to be someplace 
other than Worcester. It seems like 
Nirvana descended. 
But what happened to It? First of all, it 
waa very short. It didn't begin till 
Tuesday evening, and Tuesday morning 
It was gone again. There were new 
claaaes, more books, back in Worcester. 
beck to eetlng at DAKA. Less than a 
week's respite, after nearly two months 
of Tech! And out of that one knocks off 
travel time. tlmA to settle from one place 
to the other, and time for things that 
have to get done between terms. 
That last can be a kilter. Things to do 
between terms This 1s a list that gets 
very long very quickly. One gets so 
wrapped up In school, or whatever you 
do during terms, that one tends to put 
unrelated things off till term break 
"when I'll have time to do them". Ha Ha. 
Surprised. weren't you? 
And term break can actually be hard 
on students After all, gearing up for 
doings here at WPI ls pretty demanding. 
You have to convince your body that It 
can actually function for the next seven 
weeks without decent food. enough 
sleep, and a lapse in one's hygienic 
habits. At the same time, you have to 
convince your brain that It can do things 
it could never do before while all this Is 
going on. Let's face It, folks, to ask the 
human mind to crank out calculus, 
(~ __ (E_T_T_ER_S _____ )
Starting salaries shouldn't 
guide career paths 
To the Editor. 
The starting salaries for Mathematical 
Sciences graduates you reported in the 
October 12 Issue of N••IP• is a 
compoette of both mathematics and 
Kience graduates. The actual average 
ttarting salary for Mathematical Sci-
ences graduates alone Is more than 
$1000.00 higher. You did correctly re-
port that all of our graduates who sought 
empk>yment found jobs. 
I do hope your readent recognize that 
starting salaries make a poor compass 
for guiding career paths. 
years· experience 1s often dlscourag· 
lngly small. On the other hand, our 
graduates who become actuaries usu· 
ally receive starting salaries below their 
colleagues In engineering, a difference 
that tends to bias our department's 
starting salary figures. But these lndi· 
vlduals enter a career track with much 
higher salary potential. substantial se-
curity, and considerable prestige within 
their organization. 
An individual must live with a career 
choice for a long time. Its restrictions 
and opportunities, Its frustrations and 
satisfactions will quickly outweigh a 
difference of a few percent in starting 
salaries. 
physics, and reams of information on 
anything else with nothing to fuel It but 
Doritos and Coke is a bit much 
Somehow, most of us manage to make 
it. Then, along comes term break. And 
so easily. everything slips into normalcy. 
You take showers on a regular basis. 
Your diet now has elements in it that are 
recognizably edlble. You go to sleep 
when you get tired. 
Then. with a stroke of lightning, term 
break Is over! The joke on your metab-
olism has a real sharp punchline. One 
can almost hear the various anatomical 
systems threatening to go on to strike 
tor better hours and working conditions 
But, don't sweat it, campers. You'll 
muddle through, somehow. Sufficient 
abuse will condition your body for Just 
about anything. Eventually, you will find 
the tables turning. And wh~n you go 
home for term break, you wlll find 
yourself explaining why everything you 
eat comes from Frito-Lay, and why you 
only go to sleep once every three days. 
Comp prep 
by John Farley 
Well, seniors It's time to start thinking 
seriously about your Comp. It's time to 
sharpen those technical skills and posi-
tion your psychology to tackle the most 
Intimidating of the degree requirements. 
But, relax seniors. During B term News-
peatt is offering "Comp Prep", which wlll 
be presented as a series of Engineering/ 
Science problems designed "to lighten 
you up" by challenging your alleged 
bearing as the stereotypical no-non· 
sense student of technology. 
One problem will be presented each 
week. Submitted solutions that are most 
consistent with the spirit of the problem 
statement wlll be printed In subsequent 
issues. Not only seniors but also faculty. 
administration, and underclassmen/wo-
men are Invited to try their hand. 
So here Is Comp Prep Problem No. 1 
with an introduction to the author. Send 
In those solutlonsl 
Problem number 1 
Introduction to the author 
The first Comp Prep problem Is 
authored by our own Dr. Earlton C. 
Crabtree, Professor of Design Engi-
neering and Pin-wheel hat aerodyna-
mics. Professor Crabtree Is best known 
for his life long research Into the 
optimum design of the milk box and his 
recent, much acclaimed book, "Hat 
Blocking and the Beanie", heralded by 
some as "an Invaluable Haberdasher's 
aid" Alt'.iough he has received numer-
ous government and private foundation 
grants, Professor Crabtree has been 
assailed by his colleagues as "not 
knowing the difference between a spot 
weld and a Joy buzzer." Nonetheless we 
have chosen to print Prof. Crabtree's 
Comp Prep problem because it has the 
potential to elicit the kind of complete 
nonsense we're looking for 
Competency exam If Income is the only career goal. then a long term view of salary Is essential. For example, at least one engineering 
society publication has reported that the 
difference between salaries of new hires 
and of engineers with ten or fifteen 
Sincerely, ME d • 
Professor ~nu~ g~~~~ es I g n 
Mathematical Scle~ces _ A new beam is to be designed (both 
"'--------------•-••••••--.----· • structure and composition) which will 
present beam was quenched by 
absorbing apricot nectar intravenously 
and hanging It out to dry over the East 
River at 230° Kelvin. The beam is "I" tUSPS S36--
Tiie ......... IW• S" u of Wofae.., ......,_...lie Institute 
.. M72 W)ll, W.C..llH. M II cflm1tla 01W 
...... (117) 1le-54lit 
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Howle Cyker 
.......... . ....... - Greg Ooerschter Joeonm. Scott Danleb Eric Schade 
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Cat1 Benda Tim Roesch 
JeenM Benjamin Stephen O. Rogers 
Ed Chffds Marion Keeler 
Mike Housh 
Greg Dearborn Larry Leung 
Kevin Sar.try 
John Delaney Victor Schubert 
Robert DeMattla Oavld Mahoney Joe Sheehan 
Steve Demers Joan Marler Mark Skinner 
Annamaria Diaz Jim Morton Kirsten Storm 
Dave Orab Erin O'Connell Geoff Strege 
Robert E1ermann Chris Pappas David P. Tormey 
Eric Engstrom Walter Plante Carlo Verrengla 
Dan Jacavanco Dave Wall 
Skip Wllllams 
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to WPI NllMPNk. 
provide the main support for the altar-
orchestra area ot St. John's the Divine 
( __ c_o_M_p_s_w_E_lik_E_To_sE_E_,_,,) 
Church In New York City. The present 
faltering structure is under constant 
bombardment from the resonating 
voices of the visiting Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir and the piercing 
,vibrations of clinking change. The 
5 BEAM 0£'Fl.£CTIO N 
AS A FIJNCTION 
OF' f'AT T£.NOR6 
1 i 3 " 
shaped and, therefore, has en ego 
problem and sees a psychlatrJst three 
times a week. The beam's deflection on 
Easter Sunday is not unllke that of a 
giraffe's neck during a gallop 
Other data ere included below: 
PR£ SE NT 8 EAM (fl.Jo LOAO 
1' or 3' < 
(E,d. J 
, _____ c_"'_c. _ _, ~ 5 
. 
s 
F1'r TE:'Nof4.s 
( PAV,4, Rorr I) 
Using the above Information. recom-
mend design spec1f1cat1ons for a new 
beam Be careful to Include in your 
analysis such factors as subway f{ibra-
11ons, Papal Bulls, and lor Baptist rent-
ers, choir choreography. 
Tue1day, November 2, 1982 NEW SPEAK 
( COMMENTARY 
Return to sender 
by Stephen D. Rogers 
Newspeak Staff 
Author of the Letter to the Editor 
October 12th, let me shake your hand 
My first piece appeared in the Novembe~ 
3, 1981 issue. and from the very begin-
ning I expected some feedback because 
of Its literally Insane nature. Unfor-
tunately, I hoped to get It from someone 
who had at least some knowledge of 
what they were talking about but It 
looks like I'll have to settle with• you. 
who cares anyw1ay? 
"In reality his work Is offensive, point-
less, and stupid." Stupid Is a wonderful 
adjective meaning nothing. Am I sup-
posed to call you stupid in return, maybe 
even say "So's your old man?" Pointless 
Is better, and as the articles are sup-
posed to appear pointless. I thank you 
for the compliment. I wish you had 
defined offensive better. As a matter of 
fact I'd be pleased If you wrote out all of 
your specific complaints, that Is If you're 
really serious about this. Offensive? I 
Look at the amount of prejudice and 
bigotry on this campus. Offensive? "The 
Glass Wall" was, I'll give you that. It was 
meant to be. It's most offensive because 
it Is not a piece of tlctlon. Break through 
your glass walls, take a walk through 
your mind. At no time at all you'll pass 
the civilized veneer and get pretty 
repulsive pretty fast. But this ls dragging 
on 
As to relevant points, they are being 
made. If you were able to understand 
them however, then you should be First of all, If you're one of the many 
who don't like the articles. don't read 
them. It's not as though I'm shoving 
them down your throat. I mean. you 
don't see me reading them. The only 
thing In the paper I look at Is Dave Wall's 
article. 
( _______ RA __ N_d_o_M_R_A_M_b_l_iNG __ s____ ~). 
As to witty and amusing, I am not a 
comic. It always surprised me when 
someone suggests that I make a living think It was a few weeks ago that a 
wrltlng comedy; It Is often more of a side Barmltzvah was Interrupted by machine 
effect than a goal. Avant-garde? I have guns and grenades- 8 young child was 
not fenced In years. While you groaned kill d Th s 
over that one, I ran over to the diction- e . e ovlet Union Is having a 
ary; It has something to do with the lone wonderful tJme In Poland once again. Remember Afghanistan? And now even 
wolves at the head of the literary pack. our good friend Israel la running amuk In 
Wolfman? Hmm. I really don't know a virtual hotbed. Offensive? I've talked to 
enough of present day literature to know a number of young females afraid to 
If what I'm doing Is avant-garde, and walk the streets at night. Offensive? 
majoring In Engllsh lnstead of engineer-
ing. I don'texpectthatanyofthedepth Is 
getting through. Maybe some week I'll 
explain myself, but It's so boring to write 
up. 
For your Interest, NewtpMk did yank 
one of my articles, and does edit things 
out of them, sometimes for no apparent 
reason though. As to wasting people's 
time - the person only wastes his time If 
Page7 
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he reads It (I think you know what I 
mean). "The Glass Wall" took just over a 
long minute to read, So In a year. I've 
wasted almost a half hour of your time. 
And If Random Ramblings Is bad, how 
about the fact that every week people 
read "Police News" ("door at Stoddard C 
left open") and the classifieds (private 
Jokes the reader doesn't get)! Enough 
people seem to like Random Ramblings 
to continue its writing (and I'd like to 
thank M-llleglble for their moral support 
and mall). Remember that there are 
approximately 2500 different types of 
taste to please here and there Is no way 
to make everybody happy. A.a sort of an 
amusing aside, I just went through and 
read all my articles. Of the 22 or so, I 
found one excellent, three or four good, 
and the rest I wasn't too Impressed with. 
To the people who feel that my 
replying to the letter Is unprofeaslonal, I 
didn't have a column this week anyway, 
and his letter deserved a reply. Yes. I 
could have written him, but I haven't 
been able to track him down. The more 
you leam, the less weird these articles 
seem in comparison. 
... campus sculptures 
(continued from pege 5) (~ ___ c_A_Mpus ___ c_Aps __ ~_E_s __ ~) 
Street. was patronized by Professor J. 
Sage of the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment. At that time, Harrington was a 
promising local artist who taught art at 
North High School. The piece was 
actually constructed on campus. In 
Washburn shops, and was then dis-
played for one year at the Worcester Art 
Museum. Upon the suicide of the thirty-
year-old Harrington in 1975, Sage be-
came sole possessor of the piece. He 
donated It to the campus, and since 
then It has remained a permanent part of 
WPI . 
The second work, titled "The Maran-
te". Is located to the left of the door of the 
library when one exits the bulldlng. It 
was sculptured In 1976 by Robert Cro-
nin, another local artist who also was a 
sculpting professor at the now-defunct 
art school of the Worcester Art Museum. 
this time the sculpture was funded by a 
group called the Sub-committee for 
Raising Artistic Moneys (SCRAM), con-
sisting of various members of the WPI 
faculty and administration. Those mem-
bers that were Instrumental In obtaining 
"The Marante'' include Mr Roy Astley 
and Professors Sage, Manfra, Wein-
inger, and Anderson, along with an 
anonymous donor The sculpture was 
unveiled in an Informal ceremony. at-
tended by 150 people, prior to the 
October. 1976 faculty meeting. 
"The Maranta" Is designed and angled 
to resemble the open leaves of a prayer 
book. A maranta, however, is a type of 
plant that Is nicknamed the "prayer 
plant" - thus the sculpture Itself Is, In a 
sense, a visual pun on the meanings of 
the word "leaf" 
Today, Cronin, 45 years old, is a 
highly successful artist In New Vork As 
for SCRAM, at present there are no 
definite plans, but the members are 
gradually building their resources to 
purchase more art works to place on 
campus. Members of the WPI com-
munity owe a debt of gratitude to these 
people who have Indeed helped. often 
anonymously, to beautify the campus 
• • • Zwiep visits Sweden 
(continued from page 1) 
secondary or foreign language. 
Each department in the lnstttutlon Is a 
"college In Itself'. Each department Is 
managed by the Professor Indepen-
dently from the other departments. 
There seems to be little contact between 
students and faculty members outside 
of the classroom. 
Professor Zwlep was very impressed 
with the personal and professional qua-
lities exhibited by professors in each of 
the four Swedish universities. 
Members of The Royal Institute of 
Technology (R IT) are currently enrolled 
at WPI In an exchange program Maria 
Anderson. Ingemar Handestan, and Bo 
Samuetsson are all mechanlcal engi-
neering majors from RIT now enrolled at 
WPI. Carol Olson, of the WPI 1983 class, 
Is studying at RIT. 
Swimming lnatructon NHCMd 
Anyone who has w1ttersafety Instruc-
tion and would be Interested In giving 
swimming lessons should contact Whit 
Griffith In Alumni Gym sometime this 
week. 
Apple Computer IQP 
Students wanted for IOP, "Apple 
Computer Teaching Project". It you are 
Interested In teaching how to use and 
how to program the Apple Computer In a 
small private school in Worcester please 
contact Professor V Gold or Professor 
M. Huml, both c/o the Mathematical 
Sciences Department, or call e.x1. 5241 
Resident Advisor Selection 
Resident advisor applications sre now 
available In the Office of Residential 
Life. Daniels Hall. Applicants must be 
full-time students. Freshmen, Sopho-
mores, Juniors. and Graduate students 
are eligible, although Freshmen and 
Sophomores are preferred. _ 
The deadllne for filing applications Is 
12:30 p.m .. on Friday, November 19th In 
the Office of Residential Life. ALL 
candidates MUST attend a Sele<:tion 
Meeting on either Thursday, November 
11, 1 :00-1 :30 p.m .. In the Gordon Library 
Seminar Room OR Friday, November 
12, 4:15-4:45 p.m., also In the Gordon 
Library Seminar Room 
Any questions. see Janet Begin Ri-
chardson In the Office of Residential 
Life. 
lntercollegl•te Rellglou• Center 
Rabbi Blotner. Advisor to WPI Jewish 
students has the following office hours 
at the Intercollegiate Religious Center. 
every Thursday 8:00-10:00 p.m. 
Other times are available at the re-
ouest of the Individual student 
P I G Pl•cement Semln•r 
Seniors. Graduate Students and Ju-
niors should take note that there will be a 
Any student activities are run solely 
by the students; there Is no assistance 
available from the school Students 
generally live off campus. This creates 
an atmosphere of that of an engineer In 
the real world. There are few Inter-
scholastic sports programs available; 
students usually rely on Intramural 
sports activities. Students tend to focus 
most of their energies on schoolwork to 
a more Intense degree than their Ameri-
can counterparts. 
... Director discusses plan 
Students are selected to go to a 
partlcular school by the Federal Board. 
The Swedish Board of Education. Selec-
tion is based on the high school records, 
an examination. and the personal Inter-
est of each applicant. Each accepted 
applicant does not firmly commit him-
self to a certain major until the end of his 
or her second year. All tuition 1s paid for 
by the Swedish Government. 
Being a member of the faculty In a 
Swedish Institution is very prestigious 
Most faculty members hold doctorates 
(continued from f>89• 1) 
this Is the best place for a student to 
study engineering and science In this 
country. Mr Seaberg believes that most 
of the faculty are genuinely concerned. 
He said that "we lose sight of the fact 
that this is a very extraordinary place 
despite the fact that It's not perfect." 
Mr. Seaberg feels that among the most 
Important things we learn here is to set 
standards for ourselves and about our 
ethics. He said a college Is its faculty and 
the measure of its success Is the large 
number of students who have done far 
beyond what they would have done if 
they only had courses "Courses are for 
the most part Intended to teach know-
ledge and technique and they have llttle 
to do with whether or not you can think 
and learn on your own and whether or 
not you can develop some kind of 
standard by which you wish to lead your 
life." 
I also asked Mr Seaberg If he felt there 
was any discrepancy In the quality of 
projects being done. He thinks that 
some of the recommendations Dean 
Grogan made certainly address this 
issue, such as oral presentations for 
both qualifying projects. He feels that if 
you are going to be successful in this 
world, it's not because you had your 
goals set by somebody but because 
your goals are such that they permitted 
you to be successful. One student f!18Y 
benefit greatly from a given pro1ect 
whereas another student may not. Each 
person must decide for himself. 
Placement Seminar Panel on Monday, 
November 8 at 7:30 p.m. In Morgan 
Dining Hall. The keynote speaker is 
Frank Consoli of Proctor & Gamble 
Company In Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Con-
soll's previous speaking commitments 
at WPI have been well received by the 
students. Following keynoter Consoli 
the Panel of alumni representing various 
disciplines will each share their exper-
iences and insights. A question and 
answer session should prove to be even 
more Informative to attendees. 
HAVING PROBLEMS 
WITH WRITING? 
If you had any troubles In basic writing 
In A term. you might want to look Into the 
non-credit mini-courses to be offered In 
this term by the Writing Resources 
Center (Project Center, lower level). 
These courses will meet as follows: 
Punctuation: November 8, 9, 11. 15, 
and 16. 
G,.mmar: December 2. 3. 6. 7, and 9. 
These courses are available free; sign-
up begins In the Center on Tuesday, 
October 26. WPI Wind Enaemble 
Students and faculty are Invited to a 
performance of the WPI Wind Ensemble 
In Alden Halt. The concert will be held 
Thursday at eight o'clock and Is free to 
sit. 
The program will consist of traditiona4 
and contemporary band music, inclu-
ding the "American Patrol", "Bugler's 
Holiday". and a medley of the music 
written by John Williams for the movie 
"Star Wars" Also featured will be the 
antiphonal "Ganzoni Duodeclml Toni," 
performed by the members of the WPI 
Brass Choir. Both groups wlll perform 
under the baton of Douglas Weeks. 
I urge everyone not to miss this 
opportunity to hear this program. as It 
will only be performed on campus once. 
... Computer 
overload 
(conUnued from page 1) 
I started to the time that this article had 
to be submitted. So obviously I have not 
given justice to the entire problem. 
More than likely, there are those of you 
out there who totally disagree with some 
or all of what I have written so there will 
be another article on this subject. By 
next Saturday if you have anything to 
say drop off your written comments In 
the Newapeak Office below the Riley 
dorms. 
For now I wish to leave you with this 
bit of advice. "Never judge a man before 
walking a mile in his shoes" (an old 
Indian saying modernized to flt this day 
and age) . 
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• • 
• • 
i IFC SILENT BASKETBALL i· 
• • i MARATHON i 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: FEATURING : 
• • : ~ 
• • 
: IFC UNITED WAY AUCTION : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: THURSDAY NOVEMBER 4th i 
• • i ALUMNI GYM ~ 
: 4 - 7 P.M. : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: $1.00 Admission good for several : 
:· small raffles and all major door prizes : 
: (you can buy -more than one admission ticket to E 
: increase your chances) ~ : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
: DOOR PRIZES INCLUDE : 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • Marriott Escape Weekend • 
• • : • 10 speed bike : 
: • Black & White T .V. : 
: • Digital Clock/ Radio : 
: • Polaroid Camera : 
: • Ski Jacket : 
: • Ski Shop gift certificate : 
• • 
• • Plane Ride • 
• • 
• • Stereo Walkman • 
• • : • Appliances ·: 
• • 
• • · . : Checks will be accepted with valid l.D. : 
.. . 
• • 
• • : * Plenty of baked goods, beer lights, and : 
• • : stereo equipment. : 
: * Faculty - Don't forget fraternity slaves. : 
: * Fraternities - Don't forget f acuity slaves. : 
• • ~ All f acuity, students, and any ~ 
~ guests are welcome! i 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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( _________ c_l_As_s_i_f_iE_d_s ______ ~) 
1rs NOT TOO LATE to IHm about 
using the library. If you're taking the 
J•nu•ry comp., we may be able to help 
with a library retr .. her. See Carmen 
Brown or Don Richardson, Referene9 
Dept. 
FOR SALE: SOFA BED $60, SINGLE 
BED, DESK, CHAIR $50, CRIB, MAT-
TRESS, PL.A YPEN $85, Days only 853-
8256. 
HAVE A SICK AUTOMOBILE? Need It 
NANCY - ANY GIRL THAT DRIVES A 
VALIANT IS OKAY WITH ME. COME 
VISIT ME ON THE NEXT FULL MOONI I 
LOVE YOU! ROB 
THE ACADEMIC T-SHIRTS ARE COM-
INGlll A new and wonderful .. lectlon for 
Chrl8tmas and Henuk•h. W•tch for 'em 
B term! 
"THE MADWACKER" did beat on Oct. 8. 
Check your SHEET Pete! 
fixed for a reasonable prtc.? Wrtte to 1 the I rt I rd 
Box 538 to .,.,.nge detall1. ~ERE~~:E ~ :~. s of Jeff: I GWEEP, 
AVON PRODUCTS FOR YOURSELF 
OR CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR EVERY· 
ONE ON YOUR LIST. PLEASE SEE 
LORRAJNE COREY, WPI MAIL ROOM, 
BOYNTON HALL, LOWER LEVEL. 
·coMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD· 
If you have a computer or termlnal, and 
want electronlc mall and BBS without 
censoring or operator haules, call us! 
•••••1s2-1294····· 
TYPING - reasonable rates. Mrs. Cahlll 
755-8551. 
HI to MLI from your .. cret admirer! 
Be a Refectl E.T. Ret-ctlvlst Society. 
Contact Box 2119 tor detallt. 
SALES REPS WANTED 
Need extra ca1h? Self-motlv•ted? Wint 
to ael your own houra? Be your own 
bou. Become • u1 .. repreMntattve for 
ARK Student Bedding, Inc. Income 
potentlal Is up to you. Must have own 
phone. For further Information write: 
ARK Student Bedding, Inc. 
P.O. Box 534 
Wenham, MaaaechuHttl 01984 
Armando's 
Latest Fashions for Men and Women 
Designer Clothing - Free Alterations 
10% off 
with WP/ ID 
Quality clothes at low prices 
267 Grafton St., Worcester 757-1530 
Hours: Mon.-Tues.-Sat. 10-6 
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 10-8 
We accept personal checks, Mastercharge, and Visa 
*THE WHO* 
DILLY JOEL 
SPRINGmEN IAllYMMIUM IOISRH 
STEVIE NICO llCI SPllllCllElD llEIL DIAMOllD 
PAT BEMATAR AlAIAMA smEWONOER 
LU11tM WIRJSS ........ JOHN COUGAR 
NEJL YOUNG GEllESIS JOURNEY 
SOFTCEU. IOIERT ,I.MT STRAY CATS 
J. GEILS EJUC CLAPTON DAVID IOWIE 
*Call for concert Info. - 201-441-5650 * 
•••fUTVRE CONCERTS'•• 
POUCE • GO GO'S • llOTEl.S • GlEH FREY • DOH HIEHLEY 
TO .. PETTY e PRINCE • RANDY .. EISNER • ICOOl I THE OANO 
LAURIE ANDERSON • FLOCI( OF SEA OULU • RUSH • 81U Y 
SQUIER e ASIA e AL.AH PARSONS PROJECT • STEVIE WINWOOD 
_____ Slit~ --lip Code -
I I l'llOolllo I 
____ _,___ ____________________ ---- ...._._, 
I 
NEWSPEAK will rul1 daa1nleds free for all WPI students. faculty, and I 
staff. Free classlfleda are limited to 6 llnes. Those over 6 lines must be paid I 
for at the off-campus rate of 35 cents/line. Deadline Is Friday noon for the I 
following Tuesday issue. Mall to WP/ Newspeak, Box 2472. or bring to WPI 
New!peak. Room 01, basement, Sanford Riley Hall. Forms must be filled out I 
with name, address, and phone number for ad to be printed. No last names I 
or last name lnltlals will be printed In personal ads. I 
NAME 
' 
ADDRESS---------- TOTAL ENCLOSED __ _ 
AO TO READ AS FOLLOWS: I Allow only 30 characters per line. 
I 1 
I 2 
I a 
I : 
L-~~--,,._ .... _______ :J 
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
Competency Examination 
January 10-19, 1983 
APPLICATION'S TO TAKE THE JANUARY COMPETENCY 
EXAMINATION MUST BE TURNED IN TO THE 
DEPARTMENT OFFICE BY: 
4:00 P.M. 
Tuesday, November 9, 1982 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
1. Obtain fonn from department eecretary and flll out 
completely. 
2. Obtain the approval of your advisor (this la not automatic) 
and his/her signature on the form. 
3. Return fonn to the computer science office. 
REMEMBER: If you do not have 12 units, you must also 
obtain the approval of the committee on academic opera-
tions. 
If you have any questions, contact your advisor or 
Professor Lemone Immediately. 
------------------------------~ I
Natural Food Store 
•vitamins I 
•cosmetics 
•tea, spices 
•yogurt 
• peanut butter 
•nuts 
• flour, grains 
113C Highland St. 
Worcester 791-9593 
P- =-=' 10% discount with this ad 
L--------------------------~~--• 
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WPI Football loses three straight 
by Jeff Lenard 
After a promising first half of the 
season, the WPI football team has run 
Into tough times. The Engineers lost 
their third straight game on Saturday at 
RPI by a score of 7-3. The E1 ;lneers, 
now 4-3 for the season, played nearly 
flawless defense. but were unable to 
score more than a field goal on offense. 
The game began w ith RPI receiving 
the kickoff. They were able to mount a 
respectable drive until the Engineer 
defense stopped RPI on a fourth down 
and three to go situation on the WPI 26 
yard line. However, WPI was also unable 
to do much on offense and they, too, 
were forced to give up possession. 
This was the situation tor much of the 
first half. Tough defense was the rule 
throughout, and the defense caused an 
abundance of turnovers by both sides. 
Chip Blenla and John Salvadore both 
fumbled for the Engineers and the WPI 
defense caused RPI to turn over the ball 
five times. The defensive star of the first 
half was WPl'a Jlm·Jackman who contri-
buted two Interceptions which thwarted 
RPI drivel. lany Glennon and Scott 
Henevald also added Interceptions and 
Ed Mackey recovered a fumble to aid the 
Engineer defense. BecaUM of the fine 
defense, neither teem was abfe to score, 
and the half ended with the score still 0-
0. 
Deten• dominated the second hatt as 
well. On RPl'a first possession of the 
hilf, John Blblnskl picked off a pass as 
RPI was In the midst of a 40 yard drive. 
WPI 
Bowl Ing 
Lanes 
Open 
Fridays 
till 
10:00 P.M • 
. , 
Basement 
of 
Alumni 
Gym 
.................... ,1, ...... ...... ,. ....... ..... . 
However, WPI began to stir on offense, 
and by the end of the thlr_d quarter, WPI 
appeared to be in control. In the waning 
minutes of the third quarter, the Engi-
neers stormed downfield. Ald9d by the 
passing of quarterback John Scacclott1, 
WPI drove to the RPI 17 yard line before 
they were stopped on third down and 
four to go. Dean Ayotte put WPI on the 
score board on the next play with a 35 
yard fleld goal with 1 :30 left In the 
quarter to give the Engineers the lead. 
The third quarter ended with WPI ahead 
3--0. 
The WPI Engineers ran Into trouble In 
the final quarter, however With WPI 
again driving, RPI managed to Intercept 
an errant John Scacciottl pass, and the 
Engineers were stopped deep in RPI 
territory. RPI began to jell on offense 
later In the quarter and with 6:20 left In 
the _game began an 87 yard drive. 
AtOed by a pass Interference call, RPI 
moved from their own 13 yard llne and 
scored a touchdown with only 1 :19 left in 
the contest. 
Although RPI appeared to have the 
game won, WPI mounted one final drive. 
Starting from the RPI 39 yard llne, WPI 
got as far as the RPI 11 yard line. 
However, this was not good enough as 
the Engineers were stopped on fourth 
down. As time ran out, RPI emerged 
victorious 7-3. 
Both teams played a great defensive 
game. WPI was able to stop RPI several 
times deep In WPI territory, and RPI 
played equally well on defense. The 
Engineer defense forced five Intercep-
tions, but RPI still was able to win the 
game. WPl's final game of the season is 
next week, when they play host to 
Hamilton on Saturday. Come cheer the 
team on as they try to end the season 
with a 5-3 record 
0..nAyotte 
Otfen•lv• Pleyer of the WHk 
Co1ta ~Angelolco• 
Hit of lhe Week 
• ••l•I • I UI 11• 1 • • a'll 
by David P. Tormey 
Newspeak. Staff 
The WPI football team fell from the 
ranks of undefeated teams by rosing to 
the Hofstra University Dutchmen back 
on October 16. Hofstra took advantage 
of WPl's shaky defense and many 
penalties to drop the Engineers by the 
score of 35-21 . 
The Dutchmen came out flying and 
scored four quick touchdowns by capi-
talizing on WPl's mistakes. Finally, the 
Engineers got their act somewhat to-
gether on the kickoff after Hofstra's 
fourth score. Worcester started on their 
own 28 yard fine and drove to the Hofstra 
nine yard line keyed by the rushing of 
John Salvadore, Chip Blenla, and John 
Scacclottl. On first and goal from the 
nine quarterback, John Scacclotti hit 
tightend Mark Hannigan in the endzone 
for six points. Dean Ayotte's point after 
attempt was good and made for the 
halftime score of Hofstra 28, WPI 7. 
The Engineers kept the momentum 
going Into the second half and scored 
with less than three minutes gone in the 
third quarter. After a WPI fumble recov-
ery, John Scacclotti connected with 
wide receiver Mike Grasls for a 20 yard 
touchdown pass play. Dean Ayotte 
completed the extra point to give WPI a 
total of 14 points. 
On their next possession, the Engi-
neers came through again this time with 
a 72 yard six play scoring drive high-
llghted by John Salvadore's 56 yard 
scamper that put WPI on the Hofstra six 
yard line. John Scacclottl took it In on 
fourth down for WPl's final score of the 
day. WPI couldn't muster any productive 
offense in the final quarter of the game 
while Hofstra added another touchdown 
for Insurance and made for the final 
score of Hofstra 35 WPI 21 . It was a 
classic case of too little too late as 
Hofstra racked up an Insurmountable 
lead early on and WPI just couldn't catch 
WPI Stars 
of the 
Week 
Jim Jackman 
Defen•I~• Player of the Week 
up. 
On the following weekend, the Engl" 
neers clashed with another once beaten 
team: the Bobcats of Bates College. 
Although WPI lost to Bates last year in 
Maine, WPI was supposed to win thls 
contest at home easily Unfortunately, 
the Bobcats must not have read the 
predictions that favored the Engineers 
because when the dust cleared Bates 
emerged victorious by the score of 21-
13. 
The first quarter was uneventful, but 
less than a minute Into the second 
quarter Bates was on top 7-0 after a 
seven play 53 yard scoring drive. After 
the ensuing kickoff WPI got nowhere 
and was forced to punt. Bates took over 
the ball In WPI territory and scored ten 
plays later to put WPI down by 14 points. 
As was the case in the Hofstra game, the 
Engineers came to life near the end of 
the halt. Linebacker Mike Dagle set up 
WPl's first score as he Intercepted a 
Bobcat pass near midfield. Quarterback 
John Scacclotti connected with wide 
receiver Mike Valiton for a big 22 yard 
gain and on the next play he found John 
Salvadore in the end zone for six points. 
Dean Ayotte's kick was good to give the 
halftime score of Bates 14, WPI 7. The 
Engineers kept things going Into the 
third quarter as Dean Ayotte connected 
on two field goals of35and30yards. Jim 
Jackman returned a punt for a touch-
down, but It was called back because of 
a WPI cllpplng penalty and the Engi-
neers had to settle for Ayotte's second 
field goal. At the end of the third quarter 
the game was looking Interesting as WPI 
had ~rept within one point of Bates. 
The Engineers moved into Bates terri-
tory on two occasions during the fourth 
quarter but Bates broke WPl's stride 
with three drive-stopping Interceptions 
and WPI was unable to score. Bates 
capitalized on the second Interception 
and put the game away as the Bobcats 
(continued on page 11) 
JH Phelen 
Back of the W•k 
Ed Mackey 
Lineman of the WHk 
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WPI takes state title 
by Kelli Mackey 
Last week. the 1982 Women's Field 
Hockey Team reached a high for the 
season when they clinched the Massa-
chusetts state title In Class C play. 
In first round action, WPI faced Fitch-
burg State College. The Engineers 
clearly dominated the play during the 
first hall. However, the game remained 
scoreless until late In the half when 
Robin Hart scored off Terese Kwiat-
kowskl's centering pass from the alley. 
Fitchburg wasn't about to give up and 
the 2nd half play was much more 
aggressive. The WPI defense welcomed 
back Injured Co-captain Meggan Mc 
Guiness. She proved her skills with 
excellent midfield passing and defen-
sive clears. Despite outstanding efforts 
from Meg, Chris Clancy, and Kathy 
Cronin, Fitchburg penetrated the WPI 
circle and scored to tie the game at one 
apiece. Neither team could score In the 
remainder of the half and regular game 
play ended In a 1-1 tie. 
The game moved Into overtime, but 
WPI failed to score In the allowed seven 
minutes. In double overtime. it was a do 
or die situation, and fortunately, with 
two minutes elapsed, Terese Kwiat-
kowski made the necessary scoring 
drive WPI held Fitchburg for the re-
maining five minutes to win the contest 
2-1 and move Into the finals. 
On Saturday WPI played Smith Col-
lege for the title. Unfortunately, the team 
would be losing starter Kathy Cronin at 
link, and goalie Cathy Dalton to the 
Washington Project Center. Co-captain 
Chris O'Connor moved from her normal 
half-back position to llnk, and Michelle 
Payant filled the vacated half-back slot. 
From the very beginning, WPI played 
superior hockey. Co-captain Terese 
Kwiatkowski scored early In the first 
half. The Engineers continued their 
excellent passing game both offensively 
and defensively. Before the end of the 
half, Terese set up Robin Hart for a goal 
and In the remaining minutes, "T" 
scored herself. 
Despite the score, the Smith squad 
was by no means an easy conquest and 
WPI would have to continue to closely 
mark Smith's aggressive forwards 1n the 
circle. Number 32 for the Smith team 
played on the Swedish National squad 
so she was WPl's main concern. The 
Engineers did their job well on offense 
and defense and went ahead by four by 
the middle of the 2nd half on a Kwiat-
kowski goal. This goal gave Terese her 
first hat-trick of the season. The game 
ended In a 4-1 WPI victory, earning them 
their first Class C State Title. 
On Monday In regular season play 
WPI went up against Worcester State. 
Terese K. scored one goal and Robin 
Hart contributed two goals to give WPI 
the 3-0 win. 
WPl's luck wasn't to continue In their 
game against Amherst College on Wed-
nesday. The Engineers dominated of-
fensively in the 1st half, but couldn't get 
the ball in the net. Finally, Chris Clancy 
got WPl's first and only goal. 
In the second half, Amherst retaliated 
and evened the game up at one a piece. 
Even after double overtime, the game 
remained tied, and a penalty stroke off 
had to be used. Each team got five shots; 
one on one with the goalie. Amherst 
managed to get two goals. WPI failed to 
get any by the goalie and the game 
ended In a 3-1 Amherst win. Thia loss, 
however, Is not registered as such for 
tournament consideration, and would 
therefore be classl11ed as a tie. So, there 
Is a strong chance WPI will be selected 
to compete In the Northeastern Region· 
al Tournament to be held at Ithaca 
College from Nov. 5-7 
SENIOR 
PORTRAITS 
Senior Portraits will be taken November 8-19 in 
the basement of Riley {on the Daniels side of the 
Pub). The sitting fee is $6.30. If you haven't 
signed up yet, please go to the Peddler Office 
and sign up. 
Soccer wins one of four 
by Stephen Demers 
Newspeak Staff 
The Soccer Engineers ended a dis-
couraging two weeks by defeating Clark 
University 3-1, but not until they 
dropped three in a row to Nichols 
College, the University of Hartford. and 
Brandeis University. 
"We played our worst game of the year 
against Nichols,'' said coach King. ·we 
couldn't do anything right" The Engi-
neers totally outplayed, outhustled. and 
outshot Nichols, but did not outscore 
them. As a result, WPI tasted their 
second defeat of the season . 
The University of Hartford, ranked 
second In New England In Division II, 
saw a totally different WPI team. "We 
played our best game of the season," 
said coach King, even though we did not 
win- Hartford took the lead half-way 
through the second half, but Kevin 
Murray tied the game at one apiece just 
three minutes later. 
The Engineers had the short passing 
ground game working. The defense 
played solid, the midfield was aggres-
sive, and the forwards were fast and 
strong. It was Hartford, however, who 
flnally scored In the second overtime 
period for the victory. 
The Engineers came out fighting 
against the Brandeis Judges, who incl-
dently are ranked number one In the 
nation In Division Ill, as Amaro Gon-
calves sent WPI off on an early lead 
twenty-five minutes Into the first half 
after being awarded a penalty shot. 
Brandeis tied the game with only 17 
seconds left In the first half. In the 
second half, the Judges took a 2-1 lead, 
but the Engineers were right In the 
running untll a controversial penalty 
shot was awarded to Brandeis. That. 
along with two Engineers being red-
carded to just one Judge (WPI was after 
that playing one man down), sealed the 
Brandeis victory. 
Although Kevin Murray scored the 
first goal of the game against Clark, the 
Engineers really played a shaky first 
half. After Murray's goal, the Cougars 
seemed to take over the momentum of 
the game. Clark was constantly on the 
attack, using the speed of their wings 
effectively. If it wasn't for the fantastic 
play of goalie Steve Ouelette. the Engi-
neers could have found themselves 
down four or five to one at the half. 
In the second half, Oulette found 
himself denying the Cougars time after 
time again, but this time the Engineers 
had a few breaks of their own. As a 
matter of fact, WPI took control of the 
game. Sure enough, freshman Scott 
Cormier blasted a shot from just inside 
the penalty area into the upper right 
corner after a scramble In front with 
assists going to Joe Sheehan and Kevin 
Murray. 
The Engineers continued their attack 
with several fast breaking chips showing 
the speed of their forwards. Freshman 
forward Martin Schall also played a 
fantastic game. A handball In the penalty 
area by Clark in a desperate attempt to 
save a sure goal sent the call for Amaro 
Goncalves who consequently put It 
home for his second goal in the two 
games he's been back since his knee 
Injury. The real MVP of the game must 
go to goalie Steve Oulette. 
The Engineers wlll play their fast 
home game Wednesday afternoon ve~­
sus Bowdoin College at 3:00. Your 
support wlll be greatly appreciated. 
... football (continued from pege 11) 
scored on a quarterback keeper with just 
2;14 left In the game. 
This game and the Hofstra game were 
very similar in that the opposition scored 
the majority of their points early on and 
left the Engineers playing catch up In the 
second half. If WPI wanta to maintain 
their winning record they're going to 
have to be effective all game long a11d 
not just In the second half. 
. .. new courses 
(con~ from P..,. I) . 
Noonan feels that these courses will 
eventually replace mechanical engl:. 
nearing courses that many management 
students take but which really don't give 
them a proper background. Unfortu-
nately. due to faculty approval proce-
dures, neither class Is llsted In the 1982-
83 Undergraduate Catalog. Noonan, 
therefore, strongly encourages all ln-
tereated students to contact him In his 
otflC8, Salisbury Labs, room 331 . He 
concluded the Interview by adding that 
he Is currently Investigating more 
course additions that would likewise _ 
broaden the department's curriculum. 
Pocket the $avings 
on Nike, Converse, Timberland and 
KangaROOS 
(Athlettc c:thing tool) .. ·~u • ;f/'D 
~ ...... :•ng 
Arliene ond Outdoor wear IZI 279 Main Street· Worcester, MA 
OAILY9:30-5:30, WED. 'TIL8:30 • FREE VALIDATED PARKING 
15010 off on all Kangaroos with 
.AL-BUMS 
~~ y ~~ 
Lowest Prices on 
New and Used Records 
• lmpotted New Wave LP'• •••• 
HOURI 
Two Loca tions 
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RellWtlv:I Jahn G.rYey 
Genmmy Home •111doo1er5 Room 12} 
lb46404 
Onaullll, Ohio 45246 
Niurw~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
It's on a Navy ship. 
The Navy has 
************* 
DISCOUNT AAllY·NAVY 
STORE 
WORCESTER COUNTY'S 
LARGEST ARMY & NAVY 
STORE 
"WHERE YOU CAN 
ONLY GET IT 
CHEAPER IF YOU 
ENLIST" 
14a Main St., (near Lincoln 
Sq.) across from Marriott 
Hotel. 
..• 753-2884 .•. 
************************* 
t them fast. Because 
the Navy, as your 
owledge grows, so do 
our responsibilities. 
'lbday's Nuclear 
avy is one of the most 
allenging and reward-
g career choices a 
an can make. And 
more than 1,900 
reactor-yeai:s of nuclear 
power experience-
more than anyone else 
in America. The Navy 
has the most sophisti-
cated nuclear equiF· 
~tin the world. And 
'"Ul'"e"Navy operates over h&lf of the nuclear 
reactors in .A:merica. 
With a nuclear program like that, you 
know the Navy also offers the most compre-
hensive and sophisticated nuclear training. 
hat choice can pay off 
while you're still in school. Qualified 
juniors and seniors earn approximately 
$1,000 per month while they finish school. 
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy 
completes a full year of graduate level 
technical training. Outside the Navy, this 
kind of progriµn would cost you thousands. 
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn. 
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4 
years with regular promotions and pay 
increases, you can be earning as much as 
$37 ,400. That's on top of a full benefits pack-
age that includes medical and dental care, 
and 30 days' vacation earned each year. 
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also 
earn a place among this nation's most 
qualified and respected professionals. So, 
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you 
supervise highly trained personnel in the 
operation of the most 
advanced nuclear 
propulsion plants 
ever developed. You 
get a level of technical 
and management 
experience unequalled 
anywhere else. 
You get important 
responsibilities and you 
r-----------, NAVY OPPORTUNITY W ltt I lNFORMATIONCENTER I 
P 0 Box 1!000, Clifton, NJ 07016 I C PIHllO tend me more lnfonnallon about I I ~om1nr en officer In the Nuclur Navy "" 10N) I 
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if you're majoring in 
math, engineering or 
the physical sciences, 
send in the coupon. 
Find out more about 
the most sophisti-
cated training ground 
for nuclear engineer-
ing. 'lbday's Nuclear 
Navy. 
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. 
